Abstmct-This article shows the use of both static and dynamic variable structure control for active isolation of vibrations in mechanical systems. The application of these approaches is illustrated by a mechanical nonlinear system of one degree of freedom, which uses an electrohydraulic actuator. The results show excellent advantages of using these control techniques. The robust performance of the controlled system in the face of external disturbances is shown through computer simulations.
This work considers the use of sliding mode control techniques in the active vibration control. Firstly, we analyze the static input-output linearization approach, and then t h e dynamic input-output linearization is addressed.
Section I1 presents the active vibration isolation approach in mechanical systems. Section I11 describes the control synthesis procedure, using static sliding mode, and it is illustrated through a mechanical vibration control system of one degree of freedom, where we analyze the difficulties arising in the practical implementation of this type of scheme. In Section IV the synthesis of a discontinuous control by dynamic sliding mode is considered. This procedure is applied to the example of the previous section where the difficulties arosen are solved. Finally, some conclusions are included. 
ISOLATION OF VIBRATIONS IN MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
It is well-known the great importance of attenuating the vibrations that may appear in a mechanical system. The active isolation of vibrations has been developed mainly with the development of the automotive industry. In this case, the undesirable effects of vibrations are eliminated or reduced t o the minimum possible making use of an external source of energy. Even though for its application it requires, besides the elastic and dissipative elements, the use of a controller, sensors, actuators and external source of energy, this method presents important advantages.
The advantages of the active isolation are mainly related to the fact that vibrations may be considered as disturbances, with random frequencies and amplitudes, and also that they may also appear randomly in time. Active isolation of vibrations guarantees the following features: easy adaptation t o different work conditions, it may supply energy or dissipate it. Furthermore, active isolation diminishes vibrations in a wide range of frequencies and may deal with different types of disturbances.
The control problem, in this case, is concerned with the design of a controller which produces a signal to the actuator to eliminate or reduce vibrations. This is equivalent to control a system which is subject t o disturbances which are not directly measurable. Then, the active isolation system may be seen as a system which is constantly adapting its dissipation capability, depending on the acting disturbance.
A system with a degree of freedom with passive isolation is usually submitted to a disturbance which comes from a vibrating base. The elastic (spring) and dissipative (damping ) elements should eliminate this disturbance. It is easy t o note that this type of isolation will be effective within a limited range of frequencies of the disturbance. In contrast, Figure 1 displays a system with active isolation. New elements may be noted here, such as: a sensor, a controller, a n electrovalve and a source of external energy. In this case, managing the dissipative capability of damping, it is possible to extend very much the range of frequencies for which the isolation method will be effective.
In the system represented by Figure 1 , considering t h e position z1 = y and the speed z2 = y of the mass as the state variables, the mathematical model for the active isolation system may be obtained as follows,
where with m representing the mass, A the piston area Cb, ca, c~ y Kv are known constants, and the coupling spring is characterized by the following nonlinear deformation related t o the static tension applied:
The term fd represents the base vibration effects and it is modeled as an external disturbance, whilst the control input U represents the electric current supplied t o the electrovalve. This system can be viewed as a controlled Duffing's equation disturbed by a forcing harmonic signal with unknown amplitude and frequency. The exact input-output linearization of dynamical systems is a well-known result obtained by Isidori [4] , using differential geometry tools. It is well known that, by the proper choice of a feedback control law, it is possible t o induce a linear behavior from the input t o the output of some nonlinear dynamical systems. This imposition mainly involve the input variables, the output variables and some of their time derivatives.
The dynamic order of this relation, imposed artificially t o the system, does not match, in general, with the dimension of the original system. It is easy t o foresee, then, the existence of a certain residual dynamics which remains hidden by the forced imposition of linearity. This dynamics is known as the zero dynamics. If this dynamics is asymptotically stable, it is said that the system is of minimum phase; otherwise, we say that the system is of non-minimum phase.
In the sequel, we will deal with dynamic systems of minimum phase and we will also use the results obtained by SiraRamirez in [13] , concerning the formalization of a variable structure control system using differential geometry techniques.
Let us consider the following n-dimensional system:
where x E Wn, U E 92, y E W , f and g are smooth vector
fields, and h is also a smooth function.
Suppose that this system has relative degree T , i.e, the T -1 first derivatives of the output do not depend on control input. This may be characterized as follows, Thus, we should choose the coefficients {ai 1 5 i 5 T } in such a way t h a t p ( s ) be a Hurwitz polynomial. This is always possible by fixing the roots of p ( s ) in the left half plane of the complex plane. Notice that taking into account (3) and with the proper choice of the coefficients, we obtain
All the preceding is true when S(x) = 0. We will achieve this condition by imposing to the sliding surface (4) a discontinuous dynamics of the type
where sign(S) is the known signum function
This discontinuous dynamics will bring the surface S t o zero in a finite time, forcing it t o maintain itself commuting around this value, afterwards. It is obvious that forcing the surface t o commute around zero, we have made that the output of our system has this same behavior.
Taking derivative of S ( x ) with respect t o time, in the expression (4) and making it equals t o (7), we obtain y(') + ar-1y+1) + ... + a1y = -w sign(S)
Substituting (3) in (S), we have
thus, we can find the control U as follows ar = 1 which is obviously a discontinuous one. We will apply this last procedure to the active vibration Let us consider the mass position as the state variable In this context, let us isolation of system (1).
that we wish t o remain invariant. define our sliding surface as with a > 0. By applying t o this surface the discontinuous dynamics (7), and, after some easy computations, we obtain the following expression of the control signal The system was subjected t o the action of a permanent bounded disturbance fd = 0.02 sin(2t) Figure 2 shows t h e controlled response of the mass position and the permanent disturbance t o which the system was subjected. During the first 20 seconds the system response is free, that is, without control. Starting from this time, the control input is applied, eliminating the vibration. The former results show us the excellent performance obtained in vibrations control using a sliding mode control system of static type. However, let us see the control signal. Fig. 3 shows the control signal for the former controlled system.
As it may be,moted, the control signal is highly discontinuous. Then, it is very difficult , from a practical point of view, that the control input may be properly applied t o the servovalve of our system.
Iv. DISCONTINUOUS CONTROL OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS BY DYNAMIC INPUT -OUTPUT LINEARIZATION
The discontinuous control of nonlinear systems by dynamic input-output linearization, using differential geometry tools, is based on the same results obtained in the section 111, adding ,the results obtained by Nijmeijer and van der Schafi in 171, concerning the so-called extended system.
Let us return to the system
with x E Rn, U E R, y E R , f and g are smooth vector fields and h is also a smooth function.
We define the extended system of (14) as t h e dynamic system obtained by adding an integrator before the control input channel of the system and redefining this input with the integrator as a new auxiliary control input. The control input U of the original system is now considered as an added state variable which will be expressed by &+I = v. Then, the original system is transformed in:
By using Lyapunov stability theory, Aeyels proved in [l] that, if the original system can be stabilized in a smooth way, then the extended system is also stabilizable in a smooth way. I t may also proved, by straightforward computations, that, if the original system has relative degree r , then the extended system will have relative degree T + 1. This latter allows us t o rise the following proposition.
Proposition 1. In the extended system, the zero dynamics remains invariable.
Proof. I t is straightforward of the last statement. If t h e zero dynamics of the original system has n -r order, in the extended system it will be of n + 1 -(r + 1) = n -r order, i.e., it remains invariable.
As a consequence of this proposition, we may conclude that all the results of the previous section remain valid for the extended system. Thus, the basic difference is associated with the discontinuities appearing in the auxiliary input U , which are eliminated before entering t o the original system, because of this signal passes through an integrator t o smooth it.
Let us define now our sliding surface as:
with the parameters a; properly chosen. To bring S(x) to zero, so that we may convert the expression (16) in a linear dynamics, we impose on the surface a discontinuous dynamics type (7). By taking derivative of the expression (16) respect t o time and equaling it t o the expression (7), we obtain y(,+')
Then, by substituting (7) in equation (17), we have:
where we can solve for v as:
However, since i n + l = v ,
i.e. the discontinuous signal is passed through an integrator t o smooth this signal before it enters the original system.
The extended system of the example, on which we have been working, yields
By applying the design procedure described above t o t h e extended system, we get the following expressions for the sliding surface and the control input respectively, S(X) = (9' -w;)x~ -knx? + (20'p -2[wn) 
where U y 'p are design parameters of a second order system chosen properly t o achieve t h a t the characteristic polynomial of the sliding surface be a Hurwitz one.
The control design parameters were chosen as:
Simulations were performed t o evaluate the behavior of the system. Figure 4 shows t h e time evolution of the mass position. Note the excellent behavior of the controlled position. Figure 5 shows the control input signal, which is a smooth signal applicable t o the servovalve.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the convenience of using the variable structure control t o active control of vibrations, because of the inherent robustness of this control technique in the presence of external disturbances. Also, we analyzed the disadvantages of static sliding mode control due to the discontinuities appearing in the control signal. We solve this problem by using dynamic sliding mode control.
The theoretical results were applied to a nonlinear vibration control system of one degree of freedom and its effectiveness was proved through computer simulations. sensor - Fig. 1 . System of vibrations isolation 
